THE VALUE OF CORE INTEGRATED CASH AUTOMATION
Find out if your branches are optimized for the best client and employee experience. Do you have business continuity and is your
branch cost-effective? Or are there gaps, which drive up costs? Identify the gaps in your cash automation devices to discover
cost-savings and experience-improving opportunities.

PAIN POINT

TEST
1.

OUTCOMES

How often are your employees
correcting balancing issues?

When your cash devices are not
integrated with your core, you are at
risk of out-of-balance conditions.
Save time on training and correcting
human errors with cash devices that
connect directly to your core.

(a.) Less than once per week?
Frequent
out-of-balance
We have
frequent
conditions with
your
out-of-balance
conditions
withrecyclers.
our recyclers.

(b.) More than once per week?
(c.) Daily?

2.

We experience errors with
balancing and wasted time
with dual entry.

Do your associates have to use a
separate application to interact
with your cash devices?

(a.) Yes
(b.) No

How many associates can use your
cash recyclers?
(a.) Can be used only by the left and
right tellers.
(b.) Any recycler can be used by any
associate in the branch, not just
those adjacent to the recycler.

Are we over-spending
on cash recycler
deployment?

(a.) Yes, we have visibility to this data,
allowing us to optimize our recycler
fleet as well as our cash levels and
associate proficiency.

(Episys/Quest)

Optimizing your cash automation
starts with getting a clear picture of
what’s working, so you can fix what
isn’t. CFM’s solution, iQ gives you
real-time analytics so you can make
data-driven decisions on purchasing,
deploying and servicing your cash
dispensers and recyclers.

(b.) No, we don’t have that type of data.
We don’t even know for sure if the
machines are turned on.

Are your platform associates able
to conduct cash transactions
without a cash drawer?
Our Universal Associate/Bankers
are up and running, but their
advisory conversations break
when a client needs to
make a cash transaction.

Cash recyclers are a large investment.
CFM’s Remote Transaction Assist
(RTA), enables the Universal Associate
model to improve service and provide
sales uplift.
Bonus: You can optimize the size of
your recycler fleet to match the branch
transaction volume instead of buying a
recycler for every two tellers.

Are your cash recyclers well-placed
in your branches and are they being
used correctly?

We have
have little
little to
to no
no visibility
visibility
We
into the
the performance,
performance, usage,
usage,
into
uptime, or
or cash
cash levels
levels in
in
uptime,
our recycler
recycler fleet.
fleet.
our

Dual entry creates out of balance
situations because they open the
door for human mistakes. Eliminate
dual entry with truly core-integrated
cash recyclers and real-time balancing.

(a.) No, I guess we aren’t so Universal
after all.
(b.) Yes, any associate in the branch
can use any recycler to conduct
cash transactions.

(Encore Teller)

Cold transitions lead to poor service.
Universal Associates need to be able
to help clients from anywhere in the
branch keeping the focus on the
advisory conversation.
Nomadix, from CFM, allows
associates the flexibility to help
customers and members from
anywhere in the branch.

(Desktop Teller, XP2, CUnify)

Don’t see your core? We are working with new cores every day. Contact us to talk about integrating with your core provider.

IF YOUR CORE IS INTEGRATED, YOU ANSWERED:

1: A 2: B 3: B 4: A 5: B
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